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AGENDA

Call to Order

Introductions/Bios

1. Shauna Osborn is a member of the Root Eater band of the Comanche Nation. Shauna is
Executive Director of Puha Hubiya and author of Arachnid Verve (a poetry collection), 
which was a finalist for the Oklahoma Book Awards. 

New, Old, & Recurring Business
 

1. Suggestions for Tributes or caucus group panels for AWP22. Tributes can be created for
any influential Indigenous-Aboriginal author. Our most recent tributes celebrated the 
work of Diane Glancy, Adrian C. Louis, and LeAnne Howe. Verbal nominations will be 
limited to the first 5 suggestions. Please type additional suggestions in comments or 
email to nativeawp@gmail.com. 

2. Reports on negative job/employee treatment issues for Indigenous writers: Issues can 
be brought to caucus attention via verbal reporting or through email.

3. Recommendations/models of Indigenous faculty and student support: Issues and ideas 
can be brought to caucus attention via verbal reporting or through email.

4. Future of Caucus: What are some new avenues that we can take to better serve our 
members? Are there projects or events you wish we could build together? 

5.  Any requested items that time permits

Additional notes:

 Our caucus has email lists available for discussing specific concerns. They are: 
1)decolonizing AWP 2) publishing activism 3) academic career mentorship coordination 
4) complex Indigenous identities (folks from multiple tribes, races, genders, nonbinary, 
Two Spirit, and such) and 5) Indigenous/Aboriginal women authors. Email us with the 
topics that you’d like to join.



 Fundraising/Organizing for caucus events and Indigenous writer resources: Puha 
Hubiya, a 501c3 nonprofit organization started and lead by caucus members, serves 
Indigenous writers, students, and educators. Fundraising and donations to support 
offsite readings during conferences, assistance with travel funding/conference fees, etc. 
can be handled through this organization. More info available at our website: 
puhahubiya.com 

 Volunteers interested in helping organize events for AWP22 or AWP23 would be greatly 
appreciated, especially those authors living in the region, from tribes located in the area, 
or with connections to potential collaborating groups. Please contact caucus leaders if 
interested or email the caucus.  

 Positions available within caucus leadership include the following: 
A) Indigenous Bibliographies Coordinator—someone to help organize the annual 
updates needed to our bibliography lists available on caucus website
 
B) Indigenous Wikipedia Coordinator—someone interested in organizing the creation
and update needs for Indigenous author/literature page representation 

C) Administrative Representative—someone with experience as a Chair or Director 
of an AWP affiliated writing department/program interested in helping us navigate our
caucus interests in those structures of AWP that fall outside of organizing the annual 
conference

D) Land Acknowledgment Council—members interested in helping AWP coordinate 
with appropriate tribal representatives and Indigenous authors for the opening 
ceremonies of each annual conference.  

Interested members should email the caucus. Please include the name of the position 
you wish to hold within the email subject line.   


